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Ruthin Gaol has an array of imposing limestone buildings on the edge of Ruthin town with an impressive history underpinned by a wealth of bespoke stories which spans both its time as 
a Gaol, from the early 1700s, to its time as a munitions factory during the Second World War. 

Denbighshire’s remarkable heritage asset has many unique selling points to celebrate including the grandeur of the architecture which was formally recognised in the 1950s as a Grade II* 
listed building by CADW and it is the only purpose-built, Pentonville-style prison open to the public as a heritage attraction in the U.K. In addition, the site is rich in archival sources providing 
opportunities for authentic interpretation and a unique visitor experience which connects to personal stories from the past. The Gaol’s history reflects a deep connection to crime and 
punishment within the town and society over centuries and the munitions story’s distinct legacy is marked by it being told in an original factory building within Wales. 

To its acclaim, Denbighshire County Council renovated, alongside an Archives Service reopened part of the buildings as a museum and visitor attraction in 2002. The museum is externally 
assessed by the Welsh Government’s ‘Visit Wales’ programme through the Visitor Attraction Quality Assurance Scheme (VAQAS) and has reached full accreditation standards in collection 
care by the Art Council scheme. It has also won the Visit Wales Hidden Gem accolade three times. 

This document represents the work carried out by Headland Design Associates to  
develop initial outline concept design proposals. 

Headland Design were asked to provide an initial conceptual look at what a future 
visitor experience at Ruthin Gaol could become. This work follows on from previous 
work for the development of 46 Clwyd Street and the Ruthin Gaol Interpretive 
Strategy from July 2021. 

This work assumes a holistic site wide approach and reflects the future development 
of 46 Clwyd Street as the future starting point for the Ruthin Gaol visitor experience.

The ideas described in this document reflect the intention to create a modern 
engaging and immersive visitor experience that will become a must visit opportunity 
for both local people and visitors to the area.

Introduction
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Current set – up

1) Ruthin Goal Museum has a great reputation with knowledgeable staff providing a 
good visitor experience. It is no. 1 rated attraction in Ruthin on Trip Advisor and 
attracts a good number of visitors. feedback and reviews are good. 

2) The current museum set up however is very restricted. Only a small part of the 
prison can be visited and only part of it’s stories told. The most common 
comments from visitors are: ‘want to see more of the Gaol’  and ‘disappointed 
there’s no café’ .

3) The current visitor offer although generally well received is in need of a refresh to 
reflect up to date visitor expectations, new ways of interpreting the story and 
engaging with both audiences and the local community.

Opportunities

Turning the Archive spaces into Museum space will provide a significant opportunity to 
improve and modernise the visitor experience creating a must visit attraction for 
visitors holidaying in the area and a destination for day visits from a wide area. New 
experiences including augmented reality, outdoor play, dedicated education space, 
access to upper floors, space for bigger exhibitions and events, room hire for events 
and meetings. New interpretation of the chapel and infirmary,  links to the local 
workhouse, and to tell more stories of the town and local area

A new improved offer will significantly increase footfall to both the site and the town 
benefitting local shops, cafes, car parks, accommodation providers and other 
businesses. A good example of the potential is the Gaol markets, local businesses who 
haven’t done so before are now opening on Sundays with one business owner 
commenting:  ‘We take more on the Gaol market day than we do all month’.

Estimates suggest an additional 2000 visits in year one when the Gaol is opened with 
the phase one proposal including the developed 46 Clwyd Street, the main Gaol, 
Munitions shed and outdoor experience all part of the new visit. This is without 
extending the current season and opening times. 

We’d expect this footfall to be higher with extended opening, and once we establish 
the new offer and aim to be open 7 days a week in the main season of school summer 
holidays and have extended opening into shoulder seasons being open Feb half term 
to end of October half term but closed November, December, January whilst still 
catering for schools, pre booked groups and special events such as Christmas markets. 

Improved facilities and extra space provide the opportunity of delivering an extended 
activity and events programme for the benefit of both the local community and 
visitors. This would include attracting national exhibitions and providing opportunities 
for varied types of exhibitions and performance. All of these creating footfall and 
importantly, increasing repeat visits

Having more space within the Gaol provides opportunities to house museum 
collections and resolves the ongoing issue of lack of space at Lon Parcwr Museum 
Store which is full. Having better access to the collections also provides an opportunity 
for the public to ‘meet the collections’ via behind the scenes tours and ‘meet the 
Curator’ experiences to learn about how we handle, conserve and restore our 
collections - we can’t do this at the warehouse store on Lon Parcwr. 

Where are we now?

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)
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The Archives

1) Create more access to the Denbighshire Collections – we have significant County
and local area collections that cannot be displayed - the Gaol will provide this
opportunity through 46 Clwyd street and the large Search Room Archives currently
inhabit

2) Still have an Archives presence once a week – there will be free to visit spaces for
this, also community meeting rooms ie for the local archaeology clubs, history
societies, metal detectorist groups

3) More to offer local residents not just visitors - local history exhibitions, County
exhibitions

Where are we now?
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A three stage project

Where are we now?

Progress

We have already secured a LUF grant for the Phase 1 project and £65,000 is secured to 
develop the Phase 2 project. 

The Heritage team has successfully attained capital development grants and delivered 
development projects successfully before at Nantclwyd Y Dre house, The Lord’s garden, 
and has upcoming LUF projects at the Gaol and Nant.

Meetings with the National Trust and Visit Wales to discuss our ideas have been 
extremely positive and both suggested that our ideas are right for the site and would 
largely benefit the area

PHASE 1
46 Clwyd Street and Munitions shed

PHASE 2
Main Gaol building (Pentonville) and outdoor spaces

PHASE 3
Women’s Wing (this is more problematic and unlikely to be 

suited to general visitors – maybe private tours escape rooms 
/ storage)

The overall project would be phased as shown below.
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Key principles to telling the story
The approach to interpretation would be based on six key principles, which will inform and shape everything we do to interpret and engage visitors with our heritage. 

Connections
Forming and interpreting connections will be one of the key principles of the
interpretation. This includes, but is not limited to, treating the site as a whole site 
experience; connecting the past and the present; connecting visitors to place (“it 
happened right here”); and connecting visitors with one another and with our 
communities. 

Immersive
The original historic building complete with stairs and floors worn by the feet of 
the people who once walked through them. Interpretation will complement, and 
be integrated with, this immersive and emotive experience for visitors, rather than 
detract from it. 

Collections-based
Our interpretation will be borne out of our collections (both historic sites and 
associated objects) and will celebrate the strength and unique nature of those 
collections. The stories we tell will be authentic and historically-accurate, firmly 
rooted in thorough research into our collections and associated archives. 

Personal stories
Personal and individual stories of the people who lived, worked, or passed 
through the Gaol will form the basis of all the interpretation. Through this 
focus, it will evoke empathy in visitors with the real-life experiences of those 
connected with the site. 

Contemporary relevance
The interpretation will emphasise the continuing relevance of the themes, 
through the inclusion of contemporary voices and stories. The interpretation 
could develop through work  with charities, community groups, organisations 
and individuals to include the experiences of people still affected by the
themes, in their own words.

Co-curation and co-production
To achieve the principles listed here, current best practice in co-curation and 
co-production will be utilised to empower and enable our communities and 
audiences to have a strong voice in our interpretation.  
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Poverty, Punishment, and Reform 

The ‘Big Idea’

A defining statement, which encompasses the primary message that we want the visitor to leave knowing. It will provide visitors with an understanding of the history and what to expect during 
their visit.

The tragic and remarkable stories of the people who worked and lived 
in this building over 400 years and how outside influences impacted 
their lives, evidencing the tenacity and courage of the human spirit. 

The narrative story of Ruthin Gaol Museum would be set out in a thematic, rather than chronological approach and focuses on 
the stories that we would like to tell. 

The themes evoke stories of adversity, resilience, courage and tenacity, which will enable the site to provide a range of stories 
that will appeal to a wide audience. The Museum’s interpretive stories can be divided into the following overall themes: 
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Interpretive themes

The story we want to tell
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Interpretive framework
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The Visitor Experience

The re-development of Ruthin Gaol is an opportunity to transform the visitor 
experience. This will include developing and structuring the interpretive narrative 
and developing immersive experiences that exploit and enhance the inherent 
drama of the historic spaces. 

The interpretive narrative story will be told in a linear and thematic way which 
unfolds across the site and through each space to create an integrated site wide 
narrative experience. 

The historic interior spaces will be respected, some will include subtle and 
respectful set dressing and using a cinematic audio-visual  approach will create 
wonderfully immersive visitor experiences through the site.

At points throughout the visitor journey ‘Story hubs’ will be created to deliver 
focused thematic content. These ‘Story hubs’ will deliver the main interpretive 
narrative and aid visitor understanding as they move through the site. This 
approach will allow the historic spaces to ‘breathe’ and layered interpretation in 
these spaces will be light-touch, discoverable or AV to provide immersive  
experiences throughout the visit.

This overall approach will change the visitor experience from largely a passive one 
to one which immerses visitors in the  site and the stories.

Approaches to storytelling 

Varying the approaches to storytelling means that visitors have different ways of 
engaging with content throughout their visit. This responds to the idea that people 
learn in different ways and that we, as individuals, appreciate being offered more 
than one type of experience.

Interactivity features throughout the exhibition helping ensure that experimental 
and kinesthetic learners can find ways to engage with the story.

Sharing the story with visitors in all its richness requires a considered approach to 
how it is organised across the site as a whole and in the individual spaces. Variety 
in pace, rhythm and type of engagement makes for an enjoyable and memorable 
day out.

Developing a layered approach to the interpretation

Historic spaces –
Some of the historic spaces through the visitor journey will be set dressed to provide 
immersive environments in which to tell the stories.

Cinematic Storytellers –
The interpretive approach will seek to put personal stories at the heart of the visitor 
experience. The voices of inmates and staff  and the sounds of the gaol will be used 
throughout to bring the story of the gaol to life. Together they will deliver the narrative 
around which the visitor experience will hang.

Story Hubs –
Exhibition points through the visitor journey where the more comprehensive stories are told.

Discoverable Interpretation –
A further layer of interpretation can be discovered through the historic spaces. These may 
relate to specific objects on display and memory boxes.
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Visitor journey

4

The visitor journey around the site has a structured approach. 

Wayfinding will direct visitors on the self-guided experience 
and along the way they will encounter a range of interpretive 
approaches, media, immersive experiences. Living history will 
be delivered at certain times to enhance the visitor experience 
further.

Outline interpretive approach

Welcome 
pay point 
and site 
orientation

Reception and 
Infirmary

Munitions shed

Prison yard

Cafe

Archive
offer

Denbighshire 
story

exhibition

Chapel

Women’s wing

Main Gaol

Courtyard

Story hub points will be located
throughout the visitor journey.

Story hub start point.
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Story Hubs – Design style

Modern exhibition insertions will be designed to suit the different identified 
spaces along the visitor journey. They will use a developed site wide graphic 
style approach, historic imagery and illustrations.

Story hubs

At points throughout the visitor journey ‘Story hubs’ will be created to deliver focused and concentrated 
thematic content. These ‘Story hubs’ will deliver the main interpretive narrative and aid visitor understanding as 
they move through the site. 

This approach will add to the range of visitor experience, will allow the historic spaces to ‘breathe’ and be more 
immersive and will prevent the interpretive narrative becoming to segmented through the many spaces.

The Reception and Infirmary Block was originally used to receive new prisoners and would be a great location at 
which to start the visitor experience. The first ‘Story hub’ would be located here.

Indicative style image for the Reception ‘Story hub’

Indicative style image for ‘Story hub’ insertions.
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Cinematic Storytellers

Using cinematic storytellers will bring the story alive. Visitors will be immersed and feel part of the 
unfolding drama. Visitors will connect emotionally with the storytellers and the interpretive stories.

Male and female inmates.

Staff.

Key protagonists will be selected at formative points through 
the story to give their perspectives on their life experiences. 
Together they will deliver the narrative around which the 
visitor experience will hang.

These storytellers can be projected images that appear and 
fade on the building fabric, they can also be part of triggered 
audios. Each one will be no longer than 1 minute They can be 
triggered as visitors enter spaces. Visitors will enter each 
area and watch/listen to each one whilst exploring other 
graphics and discoverable interpretation.

The storytellers can be introduced at the start of the visitor 
journey and visitors can be invited to pick a particular person 
and to follow their story as they move through their visit.
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Male and female inmates.

Creating immersive spaces

The  main corridors in the cell blocks are brilliantly immersive spaces. These spaces 
would remain mainly free from fixed physical interpretation to allow for an authentic 
visitor experience.

Immersive background sound of prisoners shouting and moaning and the guard 
shouting back, the clink of chains and keys, the sound of the guards footsteps as he 
paces the corridor would provide a unique and fabulously immersive experience.

Interpretation in set dressed cells would be delivered through personal objects and 
memory box displays.

Immersive sound and providing an authentic
experience within the spaces provides an 
excellent platform for living history engagement 
with visitors.

This can be delivered by staff or on special days, 

Indicative image showing a memory box where
objects are used to delivery interpretive stories
or provoke thought and discussion.
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Male and female inmates.

Cinematic Storytellers

Examples of the cinematic storyteller.

Characters will be identified at specific points in 
the visitor journey. Together the storytellers will 
deliver the narrative around which the visitor 
experience will hang. 

Different inmates stories can followed throughout 
the visit starting from the reception ‘Story hub’. 

immersive film cell experience



The images below show other types of interpretation which will be considered throughout the site to deliver a range of visitor experiences.

Objects used as markers into stories. Site models to aid understanding..

Discoverable interpretation.

Audio points.

Showcasing.

Living history activities and engagement.

Creating an immersive experience2 Creating an immersive experience4

Benchmark images
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Benchmark images
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